Emergency Medicine eTOC bulletin for April 2018

The Library will source and supply any full text articles you are interested in.

Academic Emergency Medicine

Current issue – April, Vol.25, Iss.4 here

Advanced Emergency Nursing Journal

Current issue – January/March 2018, Vol.40, Iss.1 here;

Annals of Emergency Medicine

Current issue – May 2018, Vol.71, Iss.5 here

Archives of Disease in Childhood

Current issue – May 2018, Vol. 103, Iss.5 here

Online first:

Fracture of the clavicle or skeletal disorder?

Alveolar echinococcosis in the liver of an adolescent boy

Tricky case of Takayasu arteritis in a young child presenting with heart failure and femoral pulses

Assessment and support of children and adolescents with gender dysphoria

BMJ

Current issue – 23 April to 29 April 2018 here
Emergency Medicine Journal

Current issue – May 2018, Vol. 35, Iss.5 here
Online first:

Application of outpatient cardiac testing among emergency department patients with syncope

Development of sustainable community paramedicine programmes: a case study in Pennsylvania

Gender and survival from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest: a New Zealand registry study

Collapse in the scrum

Development and validation of an admission prediction tool for emergency departments in the Netherlands

Essential medicines for emergency care in Africa

Risk stratifying chest pain patients in the emergency department using HEART, GRACE and TIMI scores, with a single contemporary troponin result, to predict major adverse cardiac events

Emergency Nurse

Current issue – 9 March 2018, Vol.25, Iss.10 here

European Journal of Emergency Medicine

Current issue – June 2018, Vol.25, Iss.3 here:

Online first:

Management of anaphylaxis in Spain: pediatric emergency care providers’ knowledge

Journal of Emergency Nursing:

Current issue March 2018, Vol.44, Iss.2 here:

Online first:

Counseling Suicidal Patients About Access to Lethal Means: Attitudes of Emergency Nurse Leaders

Improving Emergency Health Care Workers’ Knowledge, Competency, and Attitudes Toward Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Patients Through Interdisciplinary Cultural Competency Training
Emergency Department Crowding and Time at the Bedside: A Wearable Technology Feasibility Study

Outcomes of an Innovative Evidence-Based Practice Project: Building a Difficult-Access Team in the Emergency Department

Effectiveness of a Novel Specimen Collection System in Reducing Blood Culture Contamination Rates

The Benefits of Introducing the Use of Nitrous Oxide in the Pediatric Emergency Department for Painful Procedures

 Interruptions Experienced by Emergency Nurses: Implications for Subjective and Objective Measures of Workload

Translation of Public Health Theory into Nursing Practice: Optimization of a Nurse-Driven HIV Testing Program in the Emergency Department

Innovations in Emergency Nursing: Transforming Emergency Care Through a Novel Nurse-Driven Emergency Department Telehealth Express Care Service

The Lancet

Current issue 28 April 2018, Vol.391, Iss.10131 here:

New England Journal of Medicine

Current issue 26 April 2018, Vol.378, Iss.17 here:

Pediatrics:

Current issue April 2018, Vol.378, Iss.17 here
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